WALK 12

TERRAIN

Sandy beach
backed by
Duneland.

NEAREST
TOWN
Magilligan

FACILITIES
Point Bar,
Car Park,
Toilets.
OS MAP REF
GRID REF

Magilligan
Point
STARTING POINT
The beach is located at the end of Point Road, Magilligan. Follow
signs from the A2, Seacoast Road on the Causeway Coastal
Route for Lough Foyle Ferry. Use the car park opposite the Ferry
Terminal or at Martello Tower. Access beach via steps adjacent
to the Point Bar.
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ROUTE DESCRIPTION

C659386

Magilligan Point guards the mouth of Lough Foyle and is home
to Lough Foyle Ferry and Martello Tower.

GRADE
EASY

This short beach walk through a National Nature Reserve provides
opportunities for visitors to explore the beach or spot birdlife
and sealife.
Please note pedestrian access only to this beach.

DISTANCE
0.5 Miles /
0.8 KM

Arriving at Magilligan Point follow the road past the Point Bar
leading to a car park adjacent to the boundary of Magilligan Nature
Reserve. Park on the left hand side of the road and then pass
through the kissing gate to view the Martello Tower straight ahead.
Pass to the right of the Tower through the duneland to meet with
the beach near a military sangar. Turn left and continue along the
beach as you round the Point with Lough Foyle opening up and
the Ferry slipway coming into view. Retrace your steps along the

beach and then return to the kissing gate via the
Martello Tower.
Please be aware that at high tide there may be
limited access to parts of the beach.
Access to the military firing range is restricted.
Retrace your steps along the beach or through
the duneland to view the Martello Tower.
POINTS OF INTEREST
•	Martello Tower - built to stop French Invasion.
• Lough Foyle.

*Please refer to the relevant os map.
This material is Crown Copyright and is reproduced with the
permission of Land and Property Services under delegated
authority from the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office,
© Crown copyright and database rights NIMA.
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Limavady Visitor Information Centre
Roe Valley Arts & Cultural Centre
24 Main St
Limavady
BT49 0FJ
T: 028 7776 0650
E: tourism@rvacc.co.uk
W: www.visitcausewaycoastandglens.com

Every care has been taken to ensure accuracy in the compilation
of this guide. The information provided is, to the best of the
promoter’s knowledge, correct at the time of going to print. The
promoters cannot accept responsibility for any errors or omissions
but if any are brought to their notice, future publications will
be amended accordingly.

